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Press Release
swarmOSⓒ broadens its market appeal with on-premise
editions for Jira
Flexibility of deployment options and demonstrable customer value are the keys to building further
momentum
Mülheim a.d.R., February 22th 2018 – The recently-launched startup swarmOS©, a company with a
mission to support the process of agile business transformation, announced today that customers can
now choose between cloud-based or on-premise deployments of its products1.
As well as getting the proven benefits of simplified business transformation using Agile techniques, by
deploying the swarmOS products in its own data centre, a customer can thus get the further advantages
of complete IT environment control, close integration with other on-premise software and maximal
leverage of its own IT assets.
This is one of the extra capabilities hinted at by Pascale Queva, CTO & co-founder of swarmOS, when the
company recently underlined its successful launch with the news that it had secured nearly half a million
dollars in second-round funding.
Customer success: Accelerating the business transformation journey
swarmOS customer Lowell adopted the swarmOS portfolio as a key step towards achieving their vision of
becoming the leading and most trusted receivables management company. ″Being fast and flexible to
adapt to market conditions and organizational change made us more competitive,“ said Thomas Dold,
CEO of Lowell DACH. ″Being able to leverage all of the talent throughout the organization at the same
time provides tremendous value that allows us to achieve our strategic goals faster. Getting advice and
the toolset from swarmOS has accelerated our journey into agile project management and made it easy
for us to manage our project portfolio and increase transparency. The proven best practices and using a
toolset made for business users is a key part of our agile strategy.“
1

The current portfolio consists of three products: swarmOS Foundation to enable users to setup strategy and
projects easily; swarmOS Cockpit to provide users meaningful insight and overview on the state of health of their
projects; and swarmOS Analyzer to display projects in an innovative graphical fashion so that users can spot
dependencies, risks and issues easily.
swarmOS Cockpit and swamOS Analyzer are available as on-premise versions; swarmOS Cockpit comes with
swarmOS Foundation built-in. Prices vary from $1 to $1.9$ per user per month and can go down to as low as $0.10
per user month for larger number of users (10,000+)
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New Software for Agile Business Transformation: swarmOSⓒ product launch

″It’s important that we can offer a range of deployment options,“ said Dieter Weißhaar, CEO of swarmOS.
″There are many organizations out there, large and small, who have specific needs in such areas as data
privacy or who wish to get the best out of their current IT real estate. Just as Atlassian makes a server
version of its platform available, so we offer customers who have gone this route the opportunity to get
the proven business benefits from our portfolio with the minimum extra upheaval and expense.“
About swarmOSⓒ
swarmOSⓒ is the software solution for Agile business transformation. Its mission is to develop software
solutions that enable organizations to manage the Agile transformation of their businesses successfully
and smoothly. swarmOS GmbH is currently funded by private investors from the software and venture
capital industries. swarmOSⓒ is a registered trademark of swarmOS GmbH
For more information, visit https://swarmos.com/

